
This is a tool that
arises as a
response to
environmental
responsibility in
companies. It is a
set of software
components that
helps to digitize
processes by
reducing paper
consumption.

At Shareppy International we
provide solutions for the financial
sector.

We work to enable the corporate
and banking sectors to meet the
needs of their customers through
tools such as PaperLess.

PaperLess

Developed by

It provides legal certainty in the
exact date and time of generation,
sending and reception of the
digital document.

It allows to digitally generate
different formats to manage in the
organization.

Digitize documents with real time
stamping, to have control over
them.

It optimizes the storage and search
of information by sorting it and
making it easy to locate through
filters.

Reduces waste and the amount of
copying and printing in the office,
thus positively impacting the
environment.reduces waste and
the amount of copying and
printing in the office, thus
positively impacting the
environment.



You can find
us on

It is a secure and cost-
effective solution. It not only
reduces stationery costs, but
also reduces waste generated
by the use of paper.

Avoid the use of paper as
the fastest and most
effective way to reduce the
environmental impact of the
organization.
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Characteristics

PaperLess allows the digital signing
of forms and documents generated
by the entity.  As well as, make
changes, adjustments or
corrections to formats and
documents in real time to avoid
printing errors.

Improves notifications by allowing
notifications to be sent via e-mail or
text messages. It can capture
biometric elements.

This tool can be integrated with any
document management system.

Benefits and results

Integrity, confidentiality and
traceability of information.
This ensures compliance
with the three pillars of
information security.

It guarantees the existence
and integrity of digital
documents over time,
preventing them from being
modified.

https://youtu.be/9NVlOwl3fp4
https://www.linkedin.com/company/shareppy-internacional/?viewAsMember=true
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100042166496599
https://shareppyinternacional.com/
https://twitter.com/Shareppy_Int?t=Npu4LEfMIAkUXa2kIfQhXg&s=09
http://wa.link/tuljlv
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